The paper draws upon the conclusions of a project (Dynacom) sponsored by the European Union, on the nature and dynamics of organizational competences and capabilities. Such an analysis attempts to identify the relationships between the latter and various forms of knowledge embodied in organizations.
Introduction
On purpose, we have organized this paper, so to speak, "bottom-up", building upon what we believe are complementary elements of "value added" along diverse threads of empirical analysis. A highly complementary endeavour, however, has been to induce persistent feedbacks with theoretical advances. Here, "theory" is given a broad span -as it should be -ranging from "appreciative theorizing" (i.e. history-based, largely qualitative generalizations) all the way to formal modeling inevitably implying some sort of bold "reduced form" abstractions.
Evolutionary economics and firm capabilities
A fundamental proposition in evolutionary economics is that firms have ways of doing things that show strong elements of continuity. A related and equally fundamental proposition is that firms have distinctive ways of doing things: firms are generally heterogeneous even in the ways they accomplish functionally similar tasks, to say nothing of the large-scale differences that separate the chemical firm, the automobile manufacturer, the mass retailer, and the hospital. Taken together, these propositions set the stage for the dynamic interplay of the evolutionary triumvirate of variation, selection, and retention. Variety in the form of heterogeneous firm behaviour patterns gives the market selection process something to work on; because the pattern persist, the market's selection and promotion of successful ones has significant systemic consequences over time.
Research on capabilities advances the evolutionary economics agenda in four significant ways. First, it provides concrete examples and specific empirical evidence that illustrates and supports the view of firm behaviour taken in evolutionary theory. The analysis of firm capabilities illustrates one very fruitful way of conceptualizing the elements of continuity and idiosyncrasy that are central to the evolutionary view of firm behaviour. To the best of our knowledge, no student of firm capabilities has ever proposed that firm capabilities often change radically in short periods of time, except perhaps by the outright acquisition of another firm that already possesses different capabilities. Rather, the emphasis is on the accumulation of capabilities and the fact that the options for further development at each point of time are sharply constrained by the heritage of the past. 1 The second contribution involves the relationship between capabilities and organizational routines. Routines play a central role in the formulation of evolutionary theory offered by Nelson and Winter. In their introductory discussion, they noted that much business behaviour is not routine within the ordinary meaning of that term, but then remarked '(The point) ... is that most of what is regular and predictable about business behaviour is plausibly subsumed under the heading "routine", especially if we understand that term to include the relatively constant dispositions and strategic heuristics that shape the approach of a firm to the non-routine problems it faces ' (1982:15) .
The story of the development of capabilities in a firm is very much a story of the shaping role of 'relatively constant dispositions and strategic heuristics' that provide an element of continuity that extends even over time spans long enough for radical change to accumulate in the firm's specific performances. Thus, the capabilities discussion relates specifically to a realm of behaviour infused with intentionality, conscious deliberation, planning, and expertise -as contrasted with the quasi-automatic character of performance of low-level operating routines. And it shows how these elements of intelligence and intentionally rational calculation not only coexist with, but give expression to, the historically grounded uniqueness of the individual firm.
The third contribution is closely akin to the second. Precisely because the development of capabilities also includes elements of intentionality and deliberation, the capabilities discussion provides a bridge between the predominantly descriptive concerns of evolutionary theory and the prescriptive analysis of firm strategy. Accurate description requires acknowledgement of the role of intentionality; likewise, sound advice must be founded on an accurate characterization of the system the decision makers are guiding. Thus the two areas of inquiry are mutually supportive, notwithstanding the substantial difference between their focal concerns.
Evolutionary economics has long been identified with an emphasis on the role of institutions in economic life, and this long-standing connection has recently been revitalized (Hodgson, 1988 and . The narrower but still extensive set of institutions that shape a nation's science and technology resource and, generally, innovative abilities is another area of institutional and policy concern that has a long-standing connection to evolutionary economics.
2 It is hard to review the history of the aircraft industry, or of computers, or biotech, or many other industries, without getting the distinct impression that something more is going on than the exploitation of the 'given' production functions of firms. Evolutionary economists view firms as building their capabilities in an institutional and policy context, and the exploration of the connections to those contexts remains very much on the research agenda (Metcalfe, 1994) .
Last but not least, fourth, evolutionary theories of economic change finally begin to meet institutionally embedded analyses of incentive governance.
Within any organization, capabilities, in principle aimed to 'solve problems' in the broadest sense -ranging from carrying a passenger across the Atlantic to more purposeful activities of search for new drugs or new machines -come anyhow together with specific mechanism governance of potentially conflicting interests and incentives. Indeed, the links (and, over time, the coevolution) between organizational capabilities and governance structures is another major field of inquiry ahead [for some hypotheses and empirical interpretations cf. Coriat and Dosi (1998a) ; Weinstein and Azoulay (1999)(B) and Coriat (2000)(A)].
Firms capabilities and strategic management
As many observers have noted, the past decade or so has seen a marked swing in the attention focus of scholars and practitioners interested in business strategy. Among the aspect of strategic doctrine that now capture attention, issues surrounding the quality of firm capabilities now loom very large. A number of factors have contributed to this development. On the academic side, there is an element of the familiar phenomenon of the swinging pendulum of attention: the concerns with capabilities followed a period in which strategy research had been re-energized by economic concepts drawn from industrial organization economics and focused primarily on the firm's relation to its competitive environment. As often happens, one of the truths discovered in this research programme was that its orienting ideas were not as fruitful in illuminating the key issues as had been hoped. The quest for the sources of competitive advantage turned back toward the internal workings of the firm, and in particular to the development of Edith Penrose's idea (1959) that the profitability and growth of a firm should be understood in terms of its possession and development of unique and idiosyncratic resources.
Scholars who identify themselves with the "resource-based view" examine the question of what sorts of resources confer lasting competitive advantages, how these advantages can be extended "leveraged", and what considerations prevent the elimination of the gap between the cost of the resources and the market value of the output produced. Many discussions in this vein seem to imply that firm resources are "idiosyncratic" in only a weak sense; they are relatively discrete and separable from the context of the firm and are the sorts of things that would naturally carry a market price. On this interpretation, the resource rubric does not subsume capabilities. Some authors, notably Dierickx and Cool (1989) , offer a sharply contrasting view, suggesting that competitively significant resources are gradually accumulated and shaped within the firm, and are generally non-tradable. Unique, difficult-to-imitate capabilities acquired in a protracted process of organizational learning are example of the sorts of resources they see as sources of competitive advantage.
Another recent theme in the strategy literature is the idea that the most distinctive role of the business firm in the economic system is the way it brings knowledge to bear on productive effort. This and related ideas have been discussed under the heading of the "knowledge-based theory of the firm" [Grant (1996) , Kogut and Zander (1992) , and Dosi and Marengo (1994) ].
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As with the notion of resources, this discussion converges with the capabilities discussion in proportion as the knowledge is conceived as know-how embedded in the organization's activities, as opposed to passive, library-like stocks in the heads of participants.
There is, however, much more to the rising concern with capabilities than simply the swinging pendulum of scholarly interest. One important background fact (in the USA) is the stock market's skepticism toward unrelated diversification, which has been manifested quite consistently for at least fifteen years (even if one always argues that this phenomenon itself is a scholarinduced fad!). Episodes like Sears Roebuck's 1992 retreat from its strategy of diversification into financial services, and the broadly similar evolution at American Express in 1993 and after, illustrated the power of the market to "jerk the chain" of wandering CEOs and force a retreat to the "core business". 4 That being the case, it is unsurprising that managers and consultants became inclined to focus more on the relatively concrete and specific issues affecting the individual firm's competitiveness in particular markets. Another impulse in the same direction was provided by the rising concern with American manufacturing vis-à-vis Japanese competition in the early and mid-1980s.
So far has this trend progressed that Michael Porter of Harvard, a longtime leader in the strategy field who is active in both the academic and consulting segments, has recently felt compelled to enter an objection in the form of an article title "What Is Strategy?" beginning with Section I: "Operational Effectiveness Is Not Strategy" (Porter, 1996) . It remains to be seen whether this assessment will do much to diminish the prevailing interest in capabilities-based competition.
Although the discussion of capabilities issues has been quite extensive in both the business press and the academic strategy literature, the fund of solid empirical research that is specifically on the strategic aspects of the subject has accumulated rather slowly.
5 As a result, much of the discussion has remained at a relatively high level of abstraction. We believe that we have contributed important insights helping to operationalize CP in the strategic domain.
In particular Teece, Pisano and Schuen (2000) (A) present an ambitious attempt to conceptualize different forms of competence and relate them to both organization theory and strategic management. A general premise is that distinctive governance modes do not replicate either pure market arrangements or any "nexus of contracts".
Given that, we identify the specificities of each firm in terms of (a) organizational processes (including their operating routines), (b) positions (broadly defined to cover their specific assets, their location along the value suppliers and customers), and (c) paths (i.e. their patterns of change in the former two sets of characteristics). A theme which is emphasized -common also to most of the other contributions -is the stickiness over time of distinct organizational capabilities and, thus, also the constraints which the past learning history of the organization puts upon the degrees of discretionality of strategic management.
This perspective on organizations and organizational learning clearly shifts the focus of analysis from either product positioning or "clever strategizing" to the processes of problem-solving and organizational governance, and, dynamically, to competence-enhancing strategies.
Within such a general perspective let us just signal here what we consider a particularly novel angle of observation promisingly linking analytical and normative dimensions, -namely Warglien (1999)(B) -on intra-organizational dynamics. We have already mentioned some of its interpretative implications. From a normative point of view, it points at the crucial importance of some sort of meta-competences attempting to "carefully tune the exploitation/ exploration trade-off ", whereby "the portfolio of projects should comprise at any time a balanced set of new traits which present high risk but higher development potential, and well established traits that provide resources for supporting the cost and the risk of exploitation…" (Warglien, ibid.) . Note that this perspective on intraorganizational knowledge dynamics involves a major "re-thinking of traditional management tools such as team staffing and nobility, incentive policies and information storage and retrieval -conceptualizing them as tools for setting the parameter of intra-firm dynamics" (ibid).
More specifically, in such a context, the management of a variety of exploration trajectories implies a view of an organization as an "artificial ecology" -borrowing from Levinthal (2000) (A) -wherein managers look somewhat like contemporary bioengineers, trying to "fine tune" ex-ante the discovery of new traits and ex-post test and select amongst them (Indeed the analogy is chilling, were one to extrapolate the rates of managerial success to the biological domain!).
4. CP on organization theory, in the broader context of contemporary theories of the firm It is worth comparing the CP on the theory of the firm with the "orthodox view -which for brevity we equate to the "orthodox" agency theory (OA henceforth) and transaction cost economics (TCE henceforth).
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Given the growing number of detailed accounts of CP and germane views of organizations, such as "resource-based" theories, one can effort to be particularly telegraphic [Nelson and Winter (1982) and also in Dosi and Marengo (1994) , Kogut and Zander (1992 and , Nelson (1991) , Teece and Pisano (1994) , Teece et al. (1994) , Madhok (1996) , Conner and Prahalad (1996) , Leonard-Barton (1995) , Winter (1988) ].
The phenomena the theory addresses prominently feature heterogeneity among firms and the sources of persistent competitive advantage. For this primary purpose, it elaborates a theory of the nature of the firm whose perspective departs quite significantly from standard Agency views but also from the Coasian one. First of all, firms are not seen exclusively as loci of coordination, but also, and equally important, as loci of creation, implementation, storage and diffusion of productive knowledge (cf. Winter, 1982) . Second, and relatedly, the very existence of firms is not considered in terms of a departure from the original state of nature in which coordination is carried out entirely by competitive markets, but in terms of their being the primary loci of the process of division of labour, i.e. of the creation of those separable units which competitive markets might (or might not) coordinate efficiently. Equivalence between markets and organizations might well hold (lacking transaction and bureaucratic costs) for a given state of division of knowledge and labour, but it does not hold if the latter are themselves dependent upon the organizational structure [more on this "anti-Coasian" perspective in Marengo (1999) and Marengo et al. (2000) 
In addition to this inquiry in the sources and consequences of heterogeneity, CP attempts to interpret both the vertical and horizontal boundaries of the firm (cf. Teece et al., 1994) ; it investigates the properties of different forms of internal organization; it tries to establish the sources of differential performance among firms; it analyses the processes by which particular organizations became what they are (i.e. the underlying evolutionary processes).
As a first approximation, and notwithstanding the limitations discussed in Coriat and Dosi (1998 a), it tries to accomplish the above tasks by focussing on organizations as repositories of problem-solving knowledge as distinguished from sheer information and by studying some salient properties of knowledge accumulation and the ways the latter coevolve with organizational structures and practices (including, of course, routines but also managerial heuristics and strategies).
Organizational specificities and persistently different revealed performances, are interpreted also on the grounds of path-dependence in knowledge accumulation and inertial persistence of organizational traits. Bounded rationality, in its broadest meaning, is the norm. Its general sources include the "complexity" and procedural uncertainty associated with problemsolving procedures [cf. Dosi and Egidi (1991) , Marengo et al. (2000) (B)] and the intrinsic "opaqueness" of the relationship between actions and environmental feed-backs, so that it is seldom obvious, even ex-post, to state how well one did and why (cf. March, 1994) .
The analysis is, or ought to be, undertaken both in terms of comparative properties of different organizational forms (a methodology deeply shared with TCE) and modal learning processes (almost entirely absent from TCE), properly accounting for initial conditions and for their embeddedness into broader institutional set-ups, such as those governing the markets for labour, finance and products.
In CP, as discussed with several original insight in Levinthal (2000) (A), organizational competences and capabilities are partly a collective property of ensemble of organizational routines and learning heuristics (and also, 'cultures', 'visions', and strategic orientations) and provides an appealing theoretical framework for their analysis.
Key features in this respect are the notion of (a) complementarity and (b) interdependence among organizational routines and complementary assets. A crucial consequence concerns what one could call the 'competitiveness diagnostic' of corporate performances: precisely because of the (non-linear) interrelatedness in the contribution of the various organizational traits to overall performances, 'credit assignments' is a difficult exercise.
Relatedly, in terms of organizational learning, 'local' exploration and adjustments are likely to be rule, since otherwise one is likely to lose any grasp on the relationships between causes (i.e. changes in organizational behaviour) and effects (i.e. changes in relieved performances). But a fundamental corollary of all this is also that organizations are likely to end up (quasi) stuck into local peaks of the 'fitness landscape', using Levinthal (2000) (A) and Marengo et al. (2000) (B) terminology (i.e. roughly speaking the mapping between organizational traits and 'competitiveness'), with low probabilities of exploring radically diverse organizational arrangements.
It is useful to provide a sort of "bird-eye" comparative assessment among CP, TCE and the orthodox view of agency (OA) where by the latter we mean the whole class of interpretations grounded on equilibrium contracting with fully rational far-sighted agents under asymmetric/incomplete information.
In table 1 we highlight some major distinguishing features.
In order to emphasise the differences, consider first a major divide concerning the primary dimensions of analysis, which in the case of both OA and TCE regard essentially incentive governance, while CP focuses on the problem-solving dimensions of organizations. In a nutshell CP's "primitive story", which finds ancestors in the work of Herbert Simon as well as multiple streams of organization theory, carries a good deal of "cognitive" emphasis, while it tends to censor (as a first approximation, which is ripe time to overcome!) all governance issues which arise from potentially conflicting interests, opportunism, etc. Williamson (1999a and 1999b ) is certainly right Problem-solving and coordination-governance: advances in a competence-based perspective on the theory of the firm in reminding us that, taken at face-value, that primitive story implies a utopian view of actors as benevolent cooperators.
On the other hand, the same epistemological status can be also attributed to the primitive story which is implied by both OA and TCE, whereby one censors the fact that organizations essentially carry complicated procedures to do complicated things such as producing airplanes, shoes, transportation services for people and goods, etc. and that they do it more or less well for reasons which are partly independent from sheer incentive alignment issues. Thus, in the OA and TCE "utopia", the implicit ceteris paribus assumption is that organizations naturally possess, in their "optimal" form, the knowledge required to carry out such complex tasks and, moreover, that this optimal knowledge in itself is independent from the actual organizational structure. The members of the "utopian" organization depicted by OA and TCE are not actually engaged in acquiring and implementing the knowledge necessary to do the complex things actual organizations do, but are only engaged in playing among themselves devious games of cheating, hiding, double crossing, etc.
Needless to say, the crucial issue beyond the caricature is what kind of empirically robust propositions each view is able to generate. In this respect, one of the basic tenets of CP is that the whole domain of accumulation and social distribution of knowledge cannot be reduced to a sheer matter of either incentives or property rights allocation. Witness on that, the ample literature on the economics of innovation and organizational learning already mentioned in the foregoing sections trying to establish a few "stylised facts" on the patterns of learning at the level of firms, industries and countries, which may be hardly interpreted as equilibrium responses incentives or to property rights distributions.
Having said that CP is beginning to tackle the "grand" research programme, sketched Coriat and Dosi (1998a) , building on classic insight such as those from March and Simon (1993) , whereby evolutionary, competence-based theory of the firm begin to take on board incentive alignment issues and more generally the political dimensions of organizational arrangements: amongst other contributions, see in particular Coriat (2000a)(B) on the arrangements governing both knowledge distribution and political leverages in Complex Product Systems.
In parallel, advances are being made in the development of a formal theory of organization as problem-solvers, see in particular Marengo et al. (2000) (B), where we study analytically the ways different patterns of division of labour shape and constrain search processes in high dimensional problem spaces. Examples of such search processes are all those problems requiring the coordination of a large number of interdependent "elements" whose functional relationships are, to a good degree, opaque to the organizational members themselves.
Here by "elements" we mean elementary physical acts -such as moving one piece of iron from one place to another -and elementary cognitive acts -such as applying inference rules. Relatedly, problem-solving can be straightforwardly understood as combination of elementary acts leading to a feasible outcome (e.g. the design and production of an engine, the discovery and testing of a chemical compound, etc.).
In this perspective, one presents a quite general formal framework enabling the exploration of the problem solving properties of diverse patterns of division of labour and routine-clustering practices, ranging over a continuum that notionally spans from totally decentralised market-like mechanism to fully decentralised coordination processes.
Moreover, diverse organizational forms map into diverse I. problem representations; II. problem decompositions; III. task assignments; IV. heuristics for and boundaries to exploration and learning; V. mechanisms for conflicts resolution over interests, and, equally important, over alternative cognitive frames and problem interpretations.
With respect to these dimensions, to repeat a telegraphic caricature we are rather fond of, one might think, at one extreme, of an archetype involving complete, hierarchical, ex ante representations, precise task assignments according to well defined functions/tasks, quite tight boundaries to exploration -"learning" being itself a specialized function -and, if all that works, no need for ex-post conflict resolution.
The opposite extreme archetype might be somewhat akin university departments, with a number of representations at least as high as the number of department members, fuzzy decompositions, little task assignments and loose boundaries to exploration, fuzzy conflict resolution rules, etc. Clearly, Taylorist/ Fordist organizational forms tend to be nearer the former archetype, while e.g. the design and production of complex product Systems are more alike the latter. However, at a closer inspection, one begins to identify a set rich of discrete types of organizational arrangements, and with that also diverse learning patterns.
Competences and organizational performances: some diagnostic conclusions and policy implications
The analyses of competence profiles and patterns of organizational learning have often come together with a few, admittedly preliminary, explorations of the impact of competences themselves upon technological and economic performances and of broader policy implications.
In the following we shall discuss some of them. In particular, in order to highlight a few policy issues stemming from our study it is useful to place the findings in the context of the broader picture concerning comparative patterns in science, technology and competitiveness. This is what we shall succinctly do in the following [(drawing also on the results of the other projects: cf., in particular, Fagemberg, Guerrieri and Verspagen (1999) and Edquist (1997) 
A caveat is required: some of the policy issues raised by related studies are both quite crucial for European policies and also quite controversial (indeed, different researchers draw diverse conclusions from the considered evidence!). Hence, rather than offering any full-fledged policy recipe, here we shall just flag some problems to be addressed and, possibly, the dilemmas involved. Together, a complementary evidence is beginning to emerge concerning systematic links at firm level between organizational competences and organizational innovations, on the one hand, and technological innovation, on the other. See the evidence from national surveys discussed in Coriat (1999) and Coriat (2000a and 2000b) (B) ; the elaborations on a large sample of French firms by Lhuilery (2000)(B); cf. also the study by Lay, Shapira and Wengel (1999) on the correlation between patterns of introduction of innovative organizational methods and rates of introduction of new products in the German machine tool industry.
Second, as discussed in detail by Cefis (1999)(B) both the innovationand profitability profiles of firm tend to display high degrees of persistence over time.
The analysis of the joint distributions gives a very similar picture: firms which are systematic innovators and earn profits above the average have a high probability to keep innovating and earning profits above the average, as well as firms which are occasional innovators and earn profit below the average have a high probability to remain in the initial situation. Interestingly, the mobility in a firm's relative position with respect to the average profitability does not appear to be correlated with the firms relative position in the innovation dimension, in the short run. However, firm's relative position in the innovation dimension does matter in the long run: the probability to earn profits above the average, in the long run, is higher if a firm start as a "systematic" innovator rather than an occasional one.
Third, a few contributions have begun to explore the impact of specific organizational arrangements and organizational competences (narrow sense, cf. above) upon diverse indicators of economic perfomances of business firms: cf. in particular the diverse sources of secondary evidence critically discussed in Coriat (2000c)(B), and the statistical analyses in Lhuillery (2000)(B) and Gambardella and Torrisi (2000) (B) .
So, for example, the latter paper shows the positive impact upon the market valuation of firms of both their 'technological' and 'relational' capital (notwithstanding the inevitable roughness of the statistical proxies).
Moreover, as shown by several elaborations on national surveysdiscussed in Coriat (1999), (2000b)(B) -the introduction of a large ensemble of organizational innovations (including just-in-time, organizational provisions from 'cross-projects' team work, reduction of hierarchical layers and a few others) appear to exert in general a positive influence on the competitiveness of firms, both in terms of production costs and non-price factors (e.g. product quality, market responsiveness, etc.). If anything, the puzzling aspect in all that is the relatively slow pace of diffusion of seemingly 'superior' practices (a phenomenon also emphasized in the case of the US by Ichniowski et al., 2000) and their piecemeal, partial and local penetration even within a good deal of firms which do adopt them.
There appear to be multiple complementary 'retardation factors'. Some have to do with the uncertainty and gestation lags associated with future improved performances. Others relate to 'political' conservatism within any organization whenever innovations bring about also changes in hierarchies and power distribution. However, more fundamentally, organizational forms are carriers of history, paraphrasing David (1994) : in particular, a history of problemsolving experience and, together, of governance arrangements, industrial relations, authority mechanisms, salary profiles. Organizational innovation tend to disrupt the 'epistatic correlation' across these traits, as argued at length in Levinthal (2000) (A). [See also Marengo et al. (2000) (B) and Dosi and Marengo (1999)(B) ]. In our view, also this is one of the underlying causes of the relatively low degrees of diffusion of new organizational practices and their 'timid' patterns of adoption in Europe, which often only scratch the surface of older organizational forms: cf. the evidence discussed in Coriat (2000c)(B). This latter review of various comparative studies also highlights the influence of the institutional context -in primis, the systems of economic-wide labour relations -upon the patterns of diffusion of organizational innovations. In this respect, circumstantial evidence seems to suggest that comparatively more institutionally structured labour relations (with powerful mechanisms of collective labour representation, effective Business Associations, etc.), as present in many central/northern European countries, have been indeed a factor conducive to faster and deeper diffusion of novel organizational practices [cf. the studies cited in Coriat (2000c)(B)].
From companies to sectors and countries
The "diagnostic" aspects of the works from the Dynacom Project (cf. Dosi G., B. Coriat and K. Pavitt), as well as from other complementary studies, bear profound implications not only in terms of strategies and performances of individual firms, but -we suggest -also for the sectoral, national and regional patterns of innovation, competitiveness and growth. Moreover, they relate both to the mechanisms of generation of innovative opportunities, the organizational arrangements through which opportunities are economically tapped, and their effectiveness.
One way of organizing the discussion of such implications is with reference to the so-called "European paradox", which claims a purported European scientific and technological strength comparable with the US and Japan but lower abilities in translating it into its economic exploitation in terms of competitiveness and growth (for a discussion cf. Andreassen et al. (1995) , including Coriat's and Dosi's contributions therein and ESRC (1997)] and more recently Muldur (2000) ].
Indeed, our evidence allows an assessment of some of the issues underlying such a 'paradox' [(cf. among others, Marsili (1999)(B), Breschi and Malerba (1999)(B) and Orsenigo et al. (1999) 
First, note that not only Europe is significantly weaker in terms of scientific "frontier" output in rapidly advancing fields like ICT -Information and Computation Technologies -, but this weakness is also reflected in a relatively weak technological output. (See Dalum et al., 1999) . So, for example, Breschi and Malerba (1999)(B) show that European weaknesses in electronics technologies based on the weaknesses of both the core and the fringe of European innovators emerges. As far as the core is concerned, in electronics Europe does not have a big core of numerous large competent companies that span over mature as well as new technologies. In this way, big projects on broad technologies, the continuous opening of windows on new technologies and the pursuit of multitechnology initiatives that require the integration of different complementary technologies may be unpaired. As far as the fringe of innovators is concerned, Europe is characterised by a too high entry of small firms specialized in mature technologies. The problem here is not entry but survival. Most of the new innovators are not able to become continuous innovators and do not survive as innovators for long. Even those that survive are unable to widen their specialization, and move from mature to emerging technological fields.
Second, in a sector of historical European lead such as pharmaceuticals, the transition to a different, more directly science-based, search paradigm [cf. Orsenigo et al. (1999) (B) ] has led to a weakening of the European technological and competitive positions (especially with regards to continental Europe).
These worrying evidence primarily concerns, to repeat, many activities based on biotechnologies and electronics/information technologies (and notwithstanding remarkable exceptions such as mobile telephony: see also below).
Conversely, Europe tends to maintain a position of relative strength in 'older' activities and technological paradigms (which can be characterised by low but also by high innovative opportunities) including mechanical engineering, complex capital goods, transport equipment, chemicals and a few others [for more detailed analyses see Archibugi and Pianta (1992) , Fagerberg, Guerrieri and Verspagen (1999) , Fontagné et al. (2000) , and Marsili (1999) 
Given the patterns of technological strength and weakness of the European economy -which often largely match the technological competences of the major domestic firms (cf. Patel and Pavitt, 1998b ) -, a first fundamental question concerns the effectiveness of the science and technology system in generating an expanding pool of knowledge and innovative opportunities. A second and equally crucial one regards the institutions and organizational arrangements which bridge the dynamics of innovative opportunities with their economic exploitation, most often by business firms.
Let us start with the former.
Strength and weaknesses of the European science and technology system and competence accumulation in European firms
It has not been among our central purposes to investigate the "pure research" side of the so-called "paradox". However, our evidence supports some of the pieces of the interpretation discussed in Pavitt (2000a and b) and pointing at worrying structural and policy weaknesses of the European research system. First, consider the European scientific output. In general, European scientific productivity, evaluated in terms of European expenditures for basic research is roughly at par with the US (possibly even marginally higher: cf. European Union, 1997). However, the overall scientific productivity of EU-15 continues to be on average significantly lower than the USA when measured in per capita terms (by around 40%: cf. OST, 2000) . And it remains lower by more than 10% even by comparison with the EU countries with higher productivities (i.e. France, Germany, Benelux, Scandinavia and UK). These two opposite facts are indeed easy to reconcile: the gap in public expenditures for R&D between the US and EU-15 is of the order of several hundred billion dollars in favour of the former (Muldur, 2000) .
Perhaps more revealing are the differences in the various scientific disciplines (OST: 360). EU-15 has its strongest publication performance compared to the USA in the well-established disciplines of chemistry and physics, whilst the strongest US performance is in the recently established disciplines of molecular and cellular biology, biomedical engineering, and informatics. As we shall discuss below, these are the very disciplines that are at the basis of the US strengths in biotechnology and ICT, and their development has been strongly supported by large-scale Federal funding.
Second, the R & D performance of businesses in EU-15 has been declining since the early 1990s relative to those in the USA, and the decline has been particularly marked in electronics (OST, 2000, p. 364] . But trends have been uneven, with decline in the larger countries (France, Germany, Italy and UK), but growth in Scandinavian countries which have also emerged as world leaders in mobile telephony. Recent studies by Dalton et al. (1999) and Florida (1999) show that this is particularly true of foreign corporate R & D in the USA, which increased from about 9% of the US total in 1987 to nearly 15% in 1997. In the pharmaceuticals and biotechnology sector, the foreign share was as high as 49%, in communications it was 20%, and in computers and office equipment only 2%. At least two-thirds of the foreign R & D was performed by European firms, 8 who have a very powerful position in the pharmaceutical sector. Although part of this foreign R & D serves the traditional function of modifying products and practices to the requirements of the US market and regulatory regimes, its major purpose is to gain access to high-quality technical staff and developing links with the technical community. This is particularly true of firms involved in biotechnology, but also holds for those in electronics.
As a consequence, foreign corporate R & D is located mainly in regions where such talent is concentrated, sometimes in business R & D laboratories (e.g. Detroit for automobiles, New Jersey for chemicals and pharmaceuticals), and sometimes in universities. Co-operative research with US universities is the rule rather than the exception, and they are also a common source of recruited technical staff. The main fields for such co-operation are biotechnology and ICT, and the main regions California (Berkeley and Stanford), Massachusetts (MIT) and the Research Triangle Park in North Carolina.
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These data tend to confirm that the strength of US academic research is one of the factors causing European firms to increase the share of their research performed in the USA, particularly in pharmaceuticals and related biotechnology, and also in ICT. Our point, drawing upon Pavitt (2000a and b) and earlier works of Freeman (1982) , Dosi (1982) , Rosenberg (1982) , Hughes (1990) , among others, is that large-scale US government funding has helped create this state of affairs (below we shall mention some implications for EU policies for funding R & D).
In the past, the academic disciplines of electrical, chemical and aeronautical engineering were pioneered in the USA. More recently, we have seen the development there of research and related post-graduate teaching in biotechnology and ICT-related engineering subjects.
The amount of resources matters, too: it has been estimated that the resources devoted to academic research in the life sciences in the USA are 50% bigger than in Europe (Ballantine and Thomas, 1997) .
A similar pattern of funding of high quality and long-term fundamental research, from a plurality of Federal sources, emerges from a recent study of earlier developments in US computing and software engineering (Computer Science and Telecommunications Board, 1999) .
By comparison, European policies appear to continue on an established trajectory too often conforming with the old philosophy "too little, too late, with too many strings attached…". This has been true for past national policies toward electronics and biotechnologies [cf. Dosi (1982) and Orsenigo (1989)] and it continues to largely hold for European R&D policies. In fact, the latter institutionally embody further constraints and compromises concerning 'cohesion' and 'equity' (e.g. between big and small firms, big and small countries, the North and the South, etc.). On these grounds, the findings by Giarratana and Torrisi (2000) (B) on the disappointing effects of EU-sponsored research agreements upon technological competences of European firms should not come a total surprise.
In fact, historically, objectives of intra-European integration and homogeneization could have justified the complexity of the allocation mechanism and the mix of diverse criteria which have informed EU policies.
At this stage, one wonders whether a more direct focusing on criteria of scientific quality might not be desirable if not altogether necessary.
Institutional differences in the mechanisms of knowledge exploitation
Given the foregoing features of knowledge-generation in science-based activities, a related, although conceptually distinct, issue regards the mechanisms of appropriability, and in particular the width, depth and length of coverage of Intellectual Property Rights. It is an issue that -as known -has come to the forefront of the policy debate following a marked extension of the IPR coverage by US legislature and practice since the 1980s -which has come to include a good deal of knowledge on life forms (genes, etc.) and of software artifacts.
Whether increases in private appropriability of innovations yield monotonically increases in the long-term propensity to innovate remains quite controversial. (For a rather skeptical view, see for example Dosi, 1997) . However, it is straightforward that increases in appropriability, other things being equal, do increase a) the rents accruing to the innovators themselves, and b) their ability to attract financial investors [as the US case indeed shows: cf. Orsi and Moatti (2001) , among others].
Here, one finds indeed a policy dilemma with far-reaching implications for Europe. One option is of course 'to go the American way', imitating the whole set of American IPR institutions. The alternative -which a few, although possibly not all, of the Dynacom researchers subscribe -favours, on the contrary, distinct European institutional arrangements, centered on open science, and relatively tight boundaries to what can become a rent-yelding asset (no matter whether the rent goes to a private agent or a public organization such as a university). The subscribers to this view do so not only on the grounds of ethical and political reasons -as important as they arebut also on sheer economic grounds. In the long-run, too much/too wide an appropriability of single pieces of knowledge which contribute to the development of complex products (think of a new drug with a new therapeutical target, of a piece of telecom equipment, etc.) are likely to hinder the innovation process altogether. But, then, were one to take the 'open science route', the need for remedies to the weaknesses of the European Science System -discussed above -becomes even more urgent.
Certainly, it is hard to think of a more damaging condition than the status quo, squeezed between half-hearted attempts to imitate the US, bureaucratic rigidities and meager budgets for public science, 'directives' of the European Commission and 'resolutions' of the European Parliament… 5.2.3. Competence, capabilities and their institutional roots.
As the studies make abundantly clear, diverse sectoral systems of innovation and production are grounded in equally diverse combinations of competences and organizational capabilities. (Indeed, 'sectoral systems' are precisely the central issue of an ongoing TSER research coordinated by Franco Malerba).
In turn, a general conjecture that one is beginning to explore is that such competence/capabilities are institutionally embedded, in two different senses.
First, institutions -such as those governing scientific research, workforce training, labour relations, etc. -are instrumental in the generation and maintenance of organizational competences.
Second, sector-specific combinations of corporate competences, organizational structures, strategic orientations find varying degrees of matching/mismatching with the broader institutions in which a company operate. Hence, one is beginning to investigate also the interpretative value of some notion of institutional comparative advantage, which might render a given location conducive to a certain activity not as result of any 'physical' endowment and not even as a result of the sheer amount of knowledge generated in that location but primarily owing to the locally dominant organizational arrangements governing e.g. labour mobility, finance, corporate governance, etc. If the 'ways of doing things' display some invariances specific to each activity (e.g. making steel, or designing/producing luxury cars, or searching for a new monoclonal antibodies, etc.) irrespectively of the nation where they are undertaken, then one may observe 'comparative advantages' due precisely to the institutional characteristics of that location which, so to speak, 'make it easy to do that particular thing in that particular way' in that particular place. [On all these points, cf. from different angles, Soskice (1996 and , Amable (2000) , Hanke (1999) , Coriat and Weinstein (1999) , Dosi (1999) ].
Indeed, Soskice (1996 and and Hanke (1999) have begun to compare, among other countries, the US and Germany, finding remarkable symmetries. Whereas the US tend to display comparative advantages in activities characterized by science-based 'disruptive' innovations, Germany finds its points of strength in activities displaying more cumulative patterns of innovation, based on intensive intra-organizational learning. In turn, the authors suggest, each of the two broad patterns is supported by 'matching' institutions' in the financial and labour markets.
A loosely complementary evidence, this time concerning the European Union as a whole, highlights a widespread bias of European exports in favour of high quality products (where 'quality' is measured by unit prices within each product category): 'high' and 'medium' quality production makes up for more than the double of the total European foreign surplus in manufacturing trade (with the 'low' category accounting for a significant deficit) (Fontagné et al., 2000) . Note also that this pattern does not apply to the US trade profile -even neglecting the structural presence of an overall trade surplus in the European case and growing overall deficit in the US case -.
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Come as it may, these pieces of circumstantial evidence, together with some of the works reviewed in Coriat [(1999), (2000b)(B) ], and a few sociological investigations converge to the view that most European nations have distinctive institutional arrangements conducive to support a wide range of organizational capabilities, especially in 'older' technological paradigms, often relying on cumulative knowledge accumulation and on a highly skilled workforce.
A few European points of strength in ICT such as manufacturing automation and Telecom (especially mobile communications) are also revealing a more general lesson whereby ample opportunities for innovation and competitiveness are generated at the interface between 'old' and 'new' competences. Moreover, as the case of mobile phones highlight, a decisive role has been played by "the joint effort between (public) telecom service providers, telecom regulators and private firms", showing "how public-private cooperation at the institutional level may be a decisive factor in enhancing the competitiveness of European firms" (Dalum et al., 1999, p. 123) .
6. Is there any one best way? Some final policy remarks Certainly, one general lesson of this research is that one can hardly identify "one best way" to accumulation of organizational competences and competitiveness. Rather, the research has begun to make some painstaking inroads toward the identification of some sort of "combinatorial exercises" amongst scientific, technological, and organizational arrangements conducive to microeconomic competitiveness. However, the absence of any invariant "best", does not mean that "anything goes". On the contrary, all across the wide range of institutions, organizational arrangements and policies, one may identify both some necessary conditions and some "combinatorial constraints".
Begin with 'pure research' domain. As discussed in Pavitt (2000a and b) , the experience of the USA shows that government support of high quality academic research has far reaching positive economic consequences, in both creating technological and economic opportunities and providing the skills and knowledge to attract high-tech businesses. High quality academic research in itself is a necessary but not sufficient basis for technological dynamism (Florida, 1999) . But there is evidence that the direct practical usefulness of the results of 'pure' academic research is extending beyond molecular biology and biotechnology (Mowery et al., 2000) .
11 This experience, and the above comparisons with Europe, strongly suggest that similar policies in Europe will help redress the balance of technological performance in its favour in the future. However, this will require major changes in the priorities and practices in the science and technology policies of the EU.
The first major change at this level is that the strengthening of high quality academic research should become one of the principle objectives of EU policies. EU funding of academic research should complement and compete with national sources of funding, and not replace them, for the following reasons.
-The spread of the economic benefits of publicly funded research in Europe is extending increasingly across national boundaries in Europe, reflecting the long term increase in Europe-wide collaboration and the growth in the establishment of corporate R & D laboratories of European companies in a number of European countries. A greater share of EUwide funding of academic research would increase the alignment between the sources of funding and those benefiting from their results. -The case for continuing EU funding of "near market" corporate R & D is weakening. Evaluations of past experience show that EU programmes are most effective in establishing networks, and accumulating science and engineering competencies (Peterson and Sharp, 1998) . 12 Making high quality European academic research an increasingly important component of such networks and competencies will help establish a stronger basis for EU-based innovative activities. -The US experience shows that pluralism in funding sources increases variety, and the likelihood that promising research will be supported. -It also increases competition amongst both the founder and the funded, thereby both increasing quality. Connerade (2000) has recently pointed out that one of the major supposed benefits of the EU -competition on a Europe-wide basis -is denied in public research, since both funding and execution are mainly nationally based and protected. EU funding would create at least one element of such competition.
Having said that, however, it would be a major mistake, in our view, to conceive the policy measures aimed at the (urgent!) improvement of the European Science and Technology System, drawing upon the fundamental experience of the US after World War II, as part of a naïve package to 'catchup' in toto with a purported 'American model'. Rather, the tricky issue here is how to introduce changes which are not harmful to the 'relative institutional advantages' of the European socio-economic fabric. One example we discussed above regarded precisely the strengthening of research institutions cum 'open science'.
Another case to the point is the safeguard of the institutions (e.g. in labour relations) which support the accumulation of a distinct set of organizational competences.
Of course, one thing is the generation of new scientific and technological knowledge, and another is its economic exploitation -even if, as abundantly argued, the two processes are dynamically coupled. Indeed, a good deal of research has addressed that side of both processes involving primarily business firms, and the importance of their structures, strategies and organizational practices -in general, and in particular of European firms.
Let us just mention a few diagnostic issues ridden with normative implications. Against a general background of increasing globalization, particularly in product markets and in foreign direct investment, one repeatedly notices nonetheless a continuing importance of company-specific organizational practices in managing the processes of charge. Together, institutional (often, but not always country-based) specificities appear to exert a powerful influence on organizational arrangements and on microeconomic performances [cf., among others, Florida and Kenney (2000) All this is intertwined with the deep modifications induced by new technologies and in particular ICTs upon organizational forms and skill profiles of the workforce. As, for example, Balconi (2000)(B) shows, ICT-based systems of control, that increasingly underlie manufacturing systems, lead to different forms of internal forms of corporate organization (flatter hierarchies), different industrial structures (vertical disintegration) and different workforce skills (high general levels of education, rather than specific artisanal skills). The results will be stronger competition from certain newly industrialising countries, and pressure for Europe to specialise in more knowledge-intensive industrial segments, with a greater emphasis on R & D and design activities.
Automation and codification of knowledge in sectors largely unaffected by the older "Fordist/Taylorist revolution" is increasing the weight of fixed costs and, together, is fostering outsourcing and specialization (good sectoral cases to the point are steel and other metal processing industries, textiles, food processing and few segments of the mechanical sector). All this, Balconi (2000)(B) argues, engenders a sort of polarization across and within sectors depending on the relative importance of cognitive entry barriers.
The latter are high wherever problem-solving and new knowledge creation are central to the related production activities. Conversely, areas where innovation is mainly embodied in plants and equipment, the reliance upon the tacit knowledge of skilled workers has been falling, due to the codification of know-how and its embodiment into machine software: together "cognitive" entry requirements have fallen. Plant workers, machine suppliers, software developers and consultants -all activities where cognitive entry barriers are high -have increasingly developed capabilities enabling new "downstream" entrants to more easily acquire the knowledge needed to start production from scratch.
This divide also maps into deep changes in the international division of labour, progressively eroding traditional points of European strength -such as those based on tacit production skills -and, at the same time, challenging Europe to foster those segments characterized by a crucial content of problemsolving activities.
At a more normative level, one implication of our findings for technology policies is the need to take into account the increasing importance of a wide range of technologies -such as materials and instrumentation -, as well as "older" serendipitous competences -such as those in mechanical engineering and not just those related to computing and IT -.
As several studies suggest, however, corporate (and most likely national and regional) performances are shaped by the interacting processes of technological and organizational innovation. With regards to the former, the project, we hope, has contributed to further advance our understanding of the patterns of technological accumulation -within and outside corporate organizations -, and with that also a hopefully better appreciation of the policy instruments aimed at the generation and exploitation of scientific and technological knowledge.
With reference to organizational innovation, a few studies have begun to contribute to the painstaking exploration of the links between nature of the institutional context and patterns of organizational change -with that trying to give also a little bit more operational content to the adagio that the specificities of European institutions are not just a drawback but might be a major collective resource. Indeed, the major 'paradox' in the contemporary European scene might well be the fact that we significantly underestimate the potential for organizational innovation and competitiveness inherent in a few European institutions -including its training systems, its representation mechanism, its patterns of labour relations -, clumsily trying to 'catch-up' with parts of an idealized 'American' model, while at the same time neglecting some crucial positive lessons coming from that very model -for example, concerning science-based competence accumulation. Conner, K.R.; C.K. Prahalad , "A resource-based theory of the firm: knowledge vs. Opportunism", Organization Science, v. 7, p. 477-501, 1996 .
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